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Abstract—ISO 26262 requires for each item the creation of a safety case. Such creation is extremely time-consuming. Currently, no satisfying approach is at disposal to speed up such creation. OSLC (Open Services for Lifecycle Collaboration) is a standard for tool interoperability, which, if enabled, permits effective documentation management, needed for efficient safety case creation. OSLC defines a set of extensible core specifications (domains), each of which focuses on a single phase of the life-cycle. In our previous work, we provided ISO 26262-compliant domain extensions. In this paper, we use such extensions to pioneer the creation of OSLC-based safety cases. In particular, we show how information exposed via such extensions can be queried to “produce” compositional pieces of safety case-fragments, arguing about requirements traceability and satisfiability. We illustrate the production of such fragments for an Electronic Control Unit-module in use at Scania. We then discuss our findings.
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I. INTRODUCTION

ISO 26262 [1] is the standard for automotive functional safety. Initially introduced for road vehicles up to 3.5-ton gross mass, ISO 26262 is now under revision to be proposed for all road vehicles, including heavy trucks. A new version of the standard is expected to be issued by 2018. ISO 26262 requires for each item the creation of a safety case. According to ISO 26262- Part 1, Definition 1.106, “a safety case is an argument that the safety requirements for an item are complete and satisfied by evidence compiled from work products of the safety activities during development”. To show requirements satisfiability, a safety case is expected to compile all the work products of the life-cycle in a traceable manner. Thus, an effective documentation management is necessary.

The creation of a safety case is extremely time-consuming, involving hundreds of work-products. Its manual creation does not seem to be an option due to its complexity, which is even higher in the case of trucks. Keeping safety cases up-to-date fully manually would subtract precious time to the engineering phase. These observations stem from our own experience. Since the introduction of ISO 26262, we have been working on methods for building safety cases in compliance with ISO 26262 (see [4] and [5]). Initially, we have targeted manual creation and then we have started conceiving semi-automatic creation by proposing model-driven certification approaches. Concretely, we have shown that a safety case fragment can be created semi-

automatically via transformation rules from contract-and component-based architectural specifications [13] and process models [11]. Moreover, we have proposed a Cloud-based infrastructure (see [12]), where safety processes, including tasks aimed at generating safety case fragments can be enacted on the Cloud. In the literature, other model-based approaches have been explored for enabling the semi-automatic generation of safety case fragments. Currently, however, no satisfying and fully integrated approach exists for enabling semi-automatic creation of skeletons of safety cases, embracing the tool-supported portion of the safety life-cycle. Compositional approaches are envisioned however their implementation is hindered by the limited tool interoperability.

OSLC (Open Services for Lifecycle Collaboration) [31] is a recently introduced standard, built on top of the Semantic Web standards, aimed at enabling life cycle tools interoperability and effective documentation management via production and consumption of resources. As presented in our previous work [8], an ISO 26262-compliant tool chain can be achieved by extending such domains. Such a tool chain would rely on a ISO 26262-compliant ontology, offering a unified representation, which may facilitate compositional creation of safety cases. In this paper, based on what previously envisioned [6], we pioneer the creation of OSLC-based safety cases, towards semi-automatic and continuous self-assessment. More specifically, we first interconnect our previously defined ISO 26262-compliant OSLC domains. Then, we show how information exposed via such domains can be queried in order to first get essential evidence and reasoning via a set of SPARQL queries and then use such evidence and reasoning to generate compositional pieces of safety case-fragments for arguing about requirements traceability and satisfiability. Finally, we illustrate the manual generation of such fragments for a Scania Electronic Control Unit-module and we discuss our findings.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we provide background information. In Section III, we provide an overview of the entire approach. In Section IV, we identify the resources that are needed for the safety case compilation and we represent them as ontologies. In Section V, we query the ontological representation to check for traceability and supportive evidence. In Section VI, we create safety case fragments. In Section VII, we discuss our findings. In Section VIII, we discuss related work. Finally, in Section IX, we present our concluding remarks and future work.
II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we present the background information on which we base our work.

A. ISO 26262-compliant Software Unit Design and Testing

In this subsection, we limit our attention to a subset of clauses (8-9) of Part 6. These clauses target the software unit’s development within the software V-model. More specifically, clause 8 defines how a software unit should be designed and implemented; while clause 9 defines how a software unit should be tested against its design specification. Expected work products related to clause 8 are: Software unit design specification and Software unit implementation. Expected work products of clause 9 are: Software verification plan, Software verification specification, and Software verification report. These work products should be produced in compliance with the process-related requirements stated in the clauses 8-9 plus all other related requirements stated in other clauses. These requirements define the properties that the work products should exhibit, the methods to produce them, etc.

B. CMS (Chassis Management System)!

CMS1 is an ECU (Electronic Control Unit), which contributes to the realization of the Fuel Level Estimation and Display System within Scania products. CMS1 is responsible for calculating the total fuel level. Within CMS1 there is a software module, called CMS1: Fuel. CMS1: Fuel’s design, implementation and testing is conducted according to practices adopted for a large number of ECUs developed at Scania. Thus, CMS1: Fuel can be considered a representative case.

C. OSLC, RDF(S), and SPARQL

OSLC [31] is a standard that defines a set of core specifications to enable interoperability of tools, used during a product’s life cycle. The set of specifications, called domains, target e.g., requirements management (RM), Architecture Management (AM), and Quality Management (QM). OSLC builds on top of Linked Data [24], Resource Description Framework (RDF) [16], RDF Schema [17], and HTTP protocol. Each work product is described as an HTTP resource, identified via a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI). To interoperate via a work product, a tool that acts as a provider has to associate an URI to the work product and post it; a tool acting as consumer can get the work product from the URI itself.

RDF [25-26] provides a standard representation for data as directed graphs to facilitate the linking of the resources to be described. This standard representation defines a key data structure: the RDF graph, also called triple (Subject, Predicate, Object). In RDF terms, the subject is the thing being described (a resource identified by an URI), the predicate is a property type of the resource, and the object is equivalent to the value of the resource property type for the specific subject. The core RDF vocabulary is defined in an XML namespace, commonly called rdf, where the URI is http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#. The following commented XML/RDF-based fragment shows an example of an RDF resource, where a software unit resource is described.

```xml
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<!--Comment: rdf document with prefix rdf and ex (selected namespace) -->
<rdf:RDF
```
IV. ISO 26262-COMPLIANT AM & QM INSTANCES

The software V-model described within ISO 26262-Part 6, can be sliced and mapped onto three OSLC-based domain extensions: one aimed at representing the requirements engineering phase (ISO 26262-compliant OSLC RM), one aimed at representing the design and implementation phase (ISO 26262-compliant OSLC AM) and finally one aimed at representing the verification phase (ISO 26262-compliant OSLC QM). In the context of two master theses (see [10] and [9]), methodological guidelines for designing ISO 26262-compliant AM and QM were provided. Additionally, RDF representations of the AM and QM domains were separately provided and RDF-graphs were created based on Scania documentation and only partly published (see [7] and [8]).

In this section, we limit our attention to a very limited portion of the AM and QM-related extensions. More specifically we focus on few classes (namely, SW Unit Implementation, SW Verification Report, SW Verification Specification, and Object to be tested) and create instances by populating them with CMS1: Fuel –related information and by linking them. The following listings partially represent the instances.

```xml
<rdf:RDF
  xmlns:oslc_iso26262qm="http://open-services.net/ns/iso26262qm#"
  xmlns:services.net="http://services.net/ns/"
  xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
  xmlns:dcterms="http://purl.org/dc/terms/"
  xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#">
  <oslc_iso26262qm:VerificationSpecification rdf:about="http://open-services.net/ns/iso26262qm/verificationSpecifications/1"/>
  <oslc_iso26262qm:usesSWVerificationSpecification rdf:resource="http://open-services.net/ns/iso26262qm/verificationSpecifications/1"/>
  <oslc_iso26262qm:SWVerificationReport rdf:about="http://open-services.net/ns/oslc_iso26262qm/verificationReports/1"/>
  <oslc_iso26262qm:passResult>1</oslc_iso26262qm:passResult>
</rdf:RDF>
```

For sake of clarity it should be noted that for confidentiality reasons, these instances are based on Scania documents related to an old variant of the CMS1: Fuel. As it can be easily retrieved from the listing, a software verification report is connected to the software verification specification via “uses”. The software verification specification contains the object to be tested, which points to the specific software unit implementation (CMS1: Fuel). The explanation of all the properties of the above-listed resources is out of scope. The interested reader might refer to ISO 26262-Part 6.
V. Querying the Ontological Representation

In this section, we first present the infrastructural settings for querying the ontological representation. Then, we explain which kind of queries we intend to execute. Finally, we provide an example of such queries.

In our environment, the user performs queries via a SPARQL endpoint and gets the needed results, based on data stored in graph DB which is fed with information coming from the tools used for software unit requirements specification, design, implementation, and testing. Implemented SW Units – IDE contain the work products related to clause 8 while the testing tool contains information related to the work product required by clause 9.

![Infrastructural settings](image)

As Fig. 2 shows, the user might be a human being (e.g., safety engineer) or a machine, more specifically a safety case generator that coherently with what depicted in Fig. 1 would get results to be then visualized in a standardized format.

Since the safety case generator has not been developed yet, in this section, we only provide initial sets of conceptual queries to be formulated in SPARQL by a human. It should be noted that, given our approach, three different kinds of queries can be envisaged. The first set of queries of type CONSTRUCT is aimed at constructing argumentation-related RDF graph from RDF graphs related to ISO 26262-Part 6 resources in order to populate the RDF-graph representing the argumentation. CONSTRUCT queries should enable the complete compilation of ISO 26262 Part 6 work-products.

The second set of queries of type SELECT is aimed at retrieving the information to be used by transformation rules to render the argumentation via the popular concrete syntaxes [22]. For instance, the leader of the testing-team might be interested in inspecting the argument concerning traceability and satisfiability of software requirements and see if the software unit implementation has been tested and if the result was “pass” or not. The identification and visualization of counter evidence is crucial and should trigger a re-implementation of even a re-design.

Finally, the third type of queries of queries of type ASK is interested in checking if the software unit design is designed according to the method appropriate for its criticality level [9]. An external assessor might also be interested in checking if, for a given software verification report, the corresponding software verification specification exists.

In this paper, we only present one simple ASK query:

```
PREFIX oslc_iso26262am: <http://open-services.net/ns/oslc_iso26262am#>
PREFIX oslc_iso26262qm: <http://open-services.net/ns/oslc_iso26262qm#>

ASK { ?subject oslc_iso26262qm:passResult ?o 
FILTER(xsd:integer(?o="1")) }
```

This query was performed on the graph obtained by considering jointly the AM and the QM domains. This query returned YES since the verification report under consideration contains a single test case with passResult equal to one. This query was executed by using TopBraid Composer, the namespaces where not published.

VI. Creating a Safety Case Fragment

In this section, we sketch a pattern-based safety case fragment that can be used to construct an instance via our approach based on the current information presented within the ISO 26262-compliant AM and QM. To do that we use simple declarative language, indentation, numbering, etc. as proposed by [22].

Claim 1: Algorithm X was successfully tested.

Context 1: Definition of successfully tested via coverage criteria.

Claim 1.1: All critical test cases passed

Context 2: Definition of critical test cases.

Strategy 1.1: Argument over all critical test cases (TC1, TC2, TCN)

Claim 1.1.1: Test case TC1 passed

Evidence 1.1.1: Test report to be directly linked to TC1;

Claim 1.1.2: Test case TC1 passed

Evidence 1.1.2: Test report to be directly linked to TC2;

... Claim 1.1.N: Test case TC1 passed

Evidence 1.1.N: Test report to be directly linked to TCN;

By replacing X with “CMS1:Fuel” and by considering that in our simple example only 1 test case was considered, we obtain:

Claim 1: CMS1:Fuel was successfully tested.

Context 1: Definition of successfully tested via coverage criteria.

Claim 1.1: All critical test cases passed

Context 2: Definition of critical test cases.

Strategy 1.1: Argument over test case TC1

Claim 1.1.1: Test case TC1 ("http://open-services.net/ns/oslc_iso26262qm/testCases/1") passed

Evidence 1.1.1: Test Execution Log (rdf:resource= http://open-services.net/ns/oslc_iso26262qm/testExecutionLogs/1);

This fragment is not intended to be comprehensive. The degree of coverage with regard to what is expected to be presented in a safety case is extremely limited. This fragment is not intended to be compelling either. Additional years of experience are required to provide compelling safety cases for truck-related items. As mentioned in the introduction, a new version of the standard embracing all road vehicles is expected...
to be issued by 2018. Thus, a comprehensive and compelling argument is still to be developed.

Similar fragments could be conceived for showing process compliance. However, at the time being no process compliance could be claimed since ASIL-classification was not yet integrated within the documents that we considered for this paper. By formulating adequate queries, counter evidence could be identified and this would be beneficial since it could lead to mitigation actions aimed at increasing safety.

VII. DISCUSSION

Semi-automatic argument generation of argument fragments might be considered inappropriate. The risk could be that only supportive evidence is considered. To avoid being biased by the well-known confirmation bias, in our approach queries aimed at identifying counter evidence are also expected to be formulated. Moreover, as mentioned our intention is to offer an approach for continuous self-assessment. The identification of counter evidence is expected to trigger a review/redo of previous process steps.

The benefits of using OSLC to enable traceability is undoubttable. Our vision was to bring those benefits to safety-critical systems self-assessment. Our vision-oriented and breadth-first-oriented investigation is still in its early stages and we have not yet performed a proper evaluation of our approach. Evaluating our approach is indeed challenging as the resources (time and workforce) are not available to develop the OSLC adaptors as well as other tools -required to create a complex, real world safety case using our approach. Therefore, in our work we rely on a phased evaluation in which we use the lessons learnt from our experiences with ISO 26262-Part 6, OSLC-domain extension, and Apache Jena [29] in addition to studying literature and learning from industrial experience as in [30] to validate the potential of our approach.

In our pioneering and conceptual work, no issue concerning e.g., maturity of OSLC, scalability when performing complex queries, was taken into consideration. As surveyed in [28], OSLC is still unstable to offer a solution spanning the entire ALM-tool chain. However, given its potential, we believe that it is worth investigating this technological domain and in parallel contribute to its development. Given our initial simple queries and the current infrastructural settings, where data can be considered static, we selected SPARQL. However, to perform continuous self-assessment in the presence of a real-time stream of data, other query languages could be explored. For instance, Continuous SPARQL [32], the extension of SPARQL to query RDF streams could be taken into consideration.

VIII. RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss work that is related to ours either because of similar choices in terms of OSLC-specifications or because of similar objectives in terms of querying mechanisms. Moreover, we also discuss work aimed at extracting automatically arguments from unstructured textual corpora.

In the literature, few works have currently explored the semi-automatic creation of safety cases based on OSLC. Iliasov et al 2015 [20] present their vision for building an OSLC-based prototype of integrated environment for engineering and certifying dependable systems. Lai et al 2015 [21] further develop the work presented in [20]. Concerning transformation rules, declarative transformation rules from RDF to RDF and other languages were discussed in [14]. Authors also discussed how to make their approach generic, i.e., the rule language independent from the output language.

Concerning querying mechanisms, Denney et al. 2014 [19] introduce a preliminary approach and a new query language called AQL (Argumentation Query Language). Via their approach, they semantically enrich GSN arguments with domain-specific metadata that the query language leverages to produce views and offer a means to get answers to specific questions. In our approach, a new language is not needed. The exploitation of the semantic web already offers semantics-enriched data, which can be queried to obtain desired information. Finally, concerning automatically extraction of arguments from unstructured textual corpora, recently, an online argumentation mining system, called MARGOT, was proposed [28]. Via MARGOT, claims and evidence detection with word-level granularity is supported. However, MARGOT has not yet been applied to safety-critical systems.

IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have built on top of our previous work and we have performed an additional step towards an ISO 26262-compliant OSLC-based tool chain enabling continuous self-assessment, via the continuous semi-automatic creation of safety cases. Our step consisted of the provision of a global vision of such a tool chain and a set of SPARQL queries, aimed at extracting information from an RDF-graph, representing an instance of interconnected domains targeting ISO 26262-Part 6. As discussed, in principle, our intended set of queries supports the compilation of traceable work product towards the semi-automatic creation of a safety case. To empirically investigate the effectiveness of our domain, we have instantiated it for a truck ECU system at Scania. An RDF-graph embracing the software design, implementation, testing-related resources was created. Finally, a discussion was provided. The approach has been presented for ISO 26262-Part 6. However, it can be extended to the entire ISO 26262, as soon as appropriate domains are available.

In the near future, we plan to develop our approach further by: creating the Scania-specific argumentation meta-model, developing CONSTRUCT queries to populate its models, and more in general by defining a set of queries according to the stakeholder (assessor, safety manager, developer, product manager). In the long-term future, we aim at achieving a tool-supported proof of concept aimed at demonstrating the benefits of having an ISO 26262-compliant OSLC-based tool chain enabling continuous self-assessment, initially limited to ISO 26262-Part 6. To do that, we plan to develop OSLC-adaptors for the Scania -tools related to ISO 26262-Part 6 as well as adapt and integrate the Safety Case Generator, which was initially developed to be executed on the Cloud [12]). Once the tool-chain is in place, we will also investigate possible limitations due to scalability issues and rapidly changing data when performing complex queries.
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